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Pedometer android studio tutorial

When you're trying to get healthy, using a pedometer app on your phone is the most convenient way to track your exercise, no matter where you are. Here are 10 of the best pedometer and step counter apps for Android phones that will help you track your daily steps all day. The Walker Tracker app is a fun social community of competitive pedestrians. The purpose of the app is
simply to get people to go as far as possible. There are regular competitions, and you can even put together a team to compete with other teams walking in overall steps. The only downside is that you need to sync with a third-party pedometer app to actually track the steps. Supported apps include Google Fit, MapMyFitness, and more. MapMyWalk is one of the most fitness apps
created by Under Armour. It's a slightly more advanced pedometer app, because instead of just tracking steps, it also tracks the distance you've traveled. Because it uses GPS to track walking, it will also track the path you have taken displayed at the top of a map. The log allows you to scroll back through previous workouts. You can see the number of steps in your web-based
profile. Google Fit is one of the easiest pedometer apps to use. Made by Google, this app lets you see step progress throughout the day at a glance. The home screen shows your profile picture with the progress you've made towards your daily step goal as a round line graph. The display also shows the number of steps, calories burned, and distance traveled. The log screen
shows previous training statistics and a walking track map. Samsung Health is a well known name in the world of health tracking. The Samsung Health app isn't just for Samsung devices. The app works well on any phone and allows you to track a large number of health-related metrics. These include not only steps, but also sleep quality, workouts, calorie intake, water, and
weight. The app is free and does not include annoying ads. Accupedo+ is one of the simplest pedometer applications in this list. You can view everything from the steps and mileage make history and daily chart just by scrolling down on the main screen. You can share progress with social networks, but other community activities are missing. Full page and banners are a major
disadvantage of this otherwise very useful pedometer application. This app called good quality is very simple, with only a few screens as part of the app. This includes daily steps, average step rate, and step totals. The settings area allows you to set a daily step goal and configure your personal statistics, and height, although the units are all in measurement only. You can also
back up your step history to your Google Drive account. This app, simply called the Pedometer, has a more graphic theme than most other pedometer applications. The home screen shows steps, calories, miles traveled, and total walking time. The history report is displayed in an intuitive calendar format. This app has more full page and banner ads than the other apps on this list.
List. many of the training plans require a paid subscription, but some free workouts are available. This pedometer application is very much like the others in terms of function. You can use it to maintain a track of steps, miles walking, and calories burned throughout the day. This includes a daily history of the bar chart of your progress. In addition, it includes a drinking water tracker
as well as a weight tracking tool. But what really makes this app stand out is its unique blue theme and colorfol icons throughout. Step tracker is a very simple pedometer app that helps you track both steps and mileage throughout the day. An entire section of the app is dedicated to a training tool that allows you to set a target distance for your workout with a GPS map that shows
your progress. The app includes multiple full-page ads and banners throughout. This is another dark themed pedometer app that is intuitive to use every day. Just set your step goals and use the large circular graphic on the home screen to track progress throughout the day. There are some banner ads on each menu, but no full page ads. There are notifications available for
steps, calories, distance and duration. Collecting basic knowledge before testing Android Apps: After suggesting the title itself, in this tutorial we will discuss more about the Android testing process. But before going into the various details of the Android testing process, I would like to submit a number of questions. Do you own a mobile phone? Now, how stupid is this question! Of
course we all do. Everyone has a cell phone. Mobile phones have become a basic necessity of human existence today. Can you tell me the operating system that's there on your phone? If you purchased your phone between 2014-2016, then the chances of your phone running on Android are around 80-85%. Increasing AndroidThe statistics below describe more about growing
Android in an easy-to-understand way. Back in 2009, Android was a newbie and accounted for only 3.9% of the total market. Major contributor then was Symbian operating system with a whopping 47% [golden days of Nokia]. This trend has started to change over the years, and Android has now reached 85.2% in 2016. [image source] The numbers above are for mobile phones
only. The Android operating system also has a big impact in the tablet industry. From 4.4% market share in 2011 to 35.7% in 2015 speaks of the interest that people have developed in Android tablet devices. [image source] The Google Play Store has also seen a rapid increase in the number of From 2010 to 2016, the figures increased from 1 billion downloads per month to 65
billion downloads per month. App downloads are also greatly affected by the low prices [Avg: $0.06/app] of Android apps compared to iOS apps. Why did I put you through all those numbers? It was just to make you aware of how vast Android has grown, how difficult the app development has become and how much market this operating system has captured in the past website,
windows app and Mac App has an Android brother now. Everyone goes for the development of an app for Android as soon as they intend to develop a website/windows app. Now it has become necessary because customers have also started to prefer mobile apps over computer apps or websites in recent years. Some of the apps that are very commonly used in our daily activities
are Flipkart, Amazon, Zomato, DeliveryHero, Citi Bank, TrueCaller, Facebook, Gmail, Whatsapp etc. The reason for the growth in the Android market is that:It is an open system, therefore it is easy to customize, easy to learn and even the development of the application is easier. Publishing an app in the Google Play store is quite easy compared to the other play stores. There are
several manufacturers on the market for Android phones, such as Sony, HTC, Samsung, Motorola etc. There are a huge number of features on Android, such as DualSIM, microSD, removable battery etc,which is an additional advantage to it. The prices of Android phones is not too high and is affordable, etc. Along with the requirement to develop Android Apps, there was also an
increase in the requirement for testers who are informed in Android testing. As a tester, before you start testing any built android app, you need to do a lot of homework. The first thing to do is to study the operating system and its history. If you don't know the operating system, you can't test the app against different versions. The basic functionality of the operating system version,
user interface, GPS, network type support, battery life, etc., are some of the important facets that affect an app. With Android, it's not just the operating system, but the multitude of devices that also need a study. A large number of devices are available on the market, so before completing and freezing the test bed, you need to find out the target audience device share. Various
devices that offer different features, such as DualSIM, dual camera, screen resolution, themes, etc., affect an application and need to be tested. Therefore, it is very important for a QA to gather a comprehensive knowledge about the complete Android ecosystem. Android App IntroductionThere are different testing methods that are followed by successful certification of an Android
app. A typical Android app architecture would look similar to the diagram below:Based on the figure above, there are 2 possibilities for an app:1) Mobile app for the web app: The customer may have a web app and want to make a mobile app for the same thing. Amazon, Jabong, Myntra etc., did the same, and when the apps have started to create a market boom these commercial
companies realized that soon people will switch from web apps to mobile apps.2) Mobile App as a separate business entity: We tested a similar logistics application in order to grow business created a separate application for its drivers to facilitate a smooth delivery and removed documents. Drivers had the app installed on their phones to move the shipment to different stages of
the and their appropriate status, and delivery updates were reflected in their existing web application. Other such examples where the mobile app is a separate entity are WhatsApp, health tracking apps, such as S Health etc.'To Do' list before starting the testingprocessUnlike a normal test cycle for the first version of a mobile app, there are a few items that need some additional
research and planning for a successful delivery of the app. Following are some of the activities that are important for a QA to perform before actual testing begins: #1) Research on the operating system and devices: Besides understanding the app requirements, you also need to understand the impact of different versions of the operating system and device models. You need to
create test cases or scenarios w.r.t operating system and device models.#2) Test Bed:Unlike desktop, web and iOS applications, creating the test bed for android apps is very difficult because of the open Android system. The decision should be made after a discussion with BA, developers and product owners to find the target audience.#3) Test plan: Since it is the first version, an
approved plan with approved testing bed, test types, etc., should be in place. If there is a separate time required to research functionalities or business rules, or if testing will be difficult, etc., everything should be covered in plan.#4) Automation tools:Automation tools required for mobile applications are very different from those of desktop or web applications. Therefore, it may be
necessary to spend extra time and effort to learn the tool. The time and effort required for the same should be approved by the product owner or #5) Techniques or testing methods: Unlike the conventional tests we normally do, there are few tests that are very specific to mobile applications. namely the field test, the GPS test, the image capture test, etc. They should be
documented in test cases, together with how this type will be tested. Test types for mobile applicationsFollowing test types are performed in order to certify an Android app:1) Functional testing: Testing is normally performed through the initiated user interface test flows. Not only is the flow of a use case tested, but the different business rules are also tested. Testing is done by
certifying the requirements. for example, if the application operates on the basis of requirements. Take the example of the Zomato app. When you launch the app, depending on your location, the list of restaurants appears. Now, as a QA, you have to test the listing of restaurants. This is functionality testing and here you will test such as:Check that restaurant cards are displayed
w.r.t location. Check that the restaurants presented are within the given range (km) of the location. Verify that the number of reviews for each card is synchronized with the reviews given. Verify that adding a new restaurant to a location reflects in the list. Check that restaurants are listed based on the Zomato filtering rule, etc.2) Android UI Testing:This is a user-centric user-centric
demand. In this test phase, elements would be the visibility of text in different app screens, interactive messages, data alignment, app layout for different screens, field size, etc. are tested for this purpose. Check that the restaurant image is displayed as expected. Check that card details, restaurant evaluation, kitchen type, address, etc., are displayed properly aligned. Check that
the list scroll ing is free glitch and the cards are not displayed unaligned when a long list of cards is scrolled etc.3) Compatibility testing: This testing is done mostly in the form of two arrays of OS Vs app and Device Model Vs app. Typically, the owner or customer provides a list of supported operating systems (and sometimes devices) provided by the product owner or customer.
The need for this test is:When an operating system like Android is considered, 7 basic versions are found neglecting the number of release patches/EP. Can you guess the types of Android devices currently working across the globe? 1000? 2000? Wrong! The correct answer is 24,000. There are 24,000 types of unique Android devices that are present and active in the world. With
such variations, compatibility testing plays a vital role in certifying an Android app. We not only need to validate the operating system and device type, but also validate a few other features that fall into compatibility testing. Features include:Screen sizeScreen resolutionNetwork connectivity4) Interface Testing:In other words, it is also called as integration testing. This testing is done
after all application modules are fully developed, individually tested and all bugs are fixed checked. Testing the interface includes tests such as full end-to-end testing of the app, interaction with other applications, such as Maps, social apps, etc., using the microphone to enter text, using the camera to scan a barcode or take a photo, etc. Again, given Zomato, integration tests
would be like: Check if the user is able to book a table for a restaurant. Check that the user can view the menu and order food online. Check that the user can benefit from a PayTM coupon while ordering food. Check that the user is able to view the restaurant's location on Google Maps.Check that the user is able to open the phone dialer and call the restaurant, etc.5) Network
testing:Key features of network testing include:The app should talk to the service so as to carry out the process. During this test, the request/response to/from the service is tested for different conditions. This test is done primarily to check the response time during which the task is performed as data refresh after synchronization or uploading data after logging in, etc. This is done
for both strong wi-fi connection and mobile data network. This is an internal test.6) Performance testing: performance: application under certain special conditions are checked. These conditions include: Insufficient memory in the device. The battery is extremely low. Poor/incorrect network reception. Performance is basically tested from 2 heads, end of application, and end7
application server) Installation testing: There are two types of applications on an Android device, ie, pre-installed apps and applications that are installed later by the user. For both of the above, installation tests must be performed. This is to ensure smooth installation of the application, without ending in errors, partial installation, etc. Upgrade testing and uninstallation is performed
as part of installation testing.8) Security testing: Privacy and security are the 2 major requirements of an app. However, in banking, healthcare, this becomes the main requirement. Testing the data flow for the encryption and decryption mechanism is to be tested at this stage. Access to stored data is also tested in this phase.9) Field testing: Field testing is done specifically for the
mobile data network and not for the internal network, but by removing and using the application as a normal user. This testing is done only after the entire application is developed, tested and regressed (for bugs and test cases). It is basically done to check the behavior of the app when the phone has a 2G or 3G connection. Field testing checks whether the app crashes under a
slow network connection or takes too long to load information. You can read more about field testing in our article The Importance and Need for Field Testing for Mobile Applications10) Interruption of Testing:This type of testing is also known as offline scenario verification. Conditions under which middle communication breaks are called offline conditions. Some of the conditions
under which network outages can be tested are as follows:Removing the data cable during the data transfer process. Network interruption during the transaction registration phase. Network recovery after an interruption. Removing the battery or turning it on/off when it is in the transactional phase. Best Practices in Android App TestingThere are certain factors to consider while
putting a strategy for testing mobile apps. These are:1) Device Selection:This is one of the most critical steps before you start the process of testing the Android app. Decide which devices to consider for the testing process. The selection must be made in such a way as to maximise the number of target customers. Factors such as operating system version, screen resolutions, and
form factors [Tablet or smart phones] play vital role in the selection phase. If necessary, even the help of emulators can be taken into account. But, emulators should not replace the process of testing the physical device. Device emulators are cost-effective and useful during the initial development phase. But to test real-life scenarios, physical devices are mash. Both emulators and
physical devices should be used in a balanced manner for an optimized result.2) Beta Beta of the app: Beta testing is very effective in testing with real-world users, real devices, real networks and applications installed in a broad geography. This provides a clear picture of network density, network variations [Wi-Fi, 4G, 3G, and 2G] and impact on the app. Beta testing in the real
world is one of its kind and cannot be reproduced in a controlled environment.3) Connectivity:Normally, Android applications are connected to the internet for different requirements. Connectivity on different devices plays a key role in putting up the strategy. Most connectivity is controlled by simulation software, which helps regulate network speed, latency, and limited connectivity
during testing. It is said that testing within real network connections is always advisable for results/data.4 in real time) Manual or automatic testing:Although automation testing takes a large amount of time for first run, it is useful when testing needs to be repeated. This also reduces the total test time during different stages of development. Android Automation should be clubbed
with manual testing when repeating regression testing is high in the development phase of the application, compatibility testing should be done for the same application on different versions of the operating system, back compatibility checkpoints etc. Android Testing FrameworkThere are a handful of Android test frames that are available. In this tutorial, we discuss 3 different types
of most commonly used frames:Robotium test frameworkRobo-electric test frameworkAppium test framework1) Robotic Test Framework:This framework is used to write sophisticated and robust black box test cases for Android applications. It supports both native as well as hybrid customers. Functions, system testcases and user acceptance test cases can be written using this
framework. Robotics supports Android 1.6 and above and also supports dialogs, menus, tasks, etc. This framework automatically manages multiple Android activities. A handful of methods are given as part of The Robotium for interacting with different graphical components of the Android app. Some of them are as
below:goBack();getButton();isRadioButtonChecked();searchText(User);click on button(Logout);2) Robo-electric Test Framework:This framework helps test Android applications on JVM based on the JUnit4 framework. It uses android API. This helps in writing test cases and runs them on JVM. Under this, all classes are replaced by something called shadow objects. Whenever a
method is implemented, the internal Robo-electric sends the call to the shadow object. Based on deployment, if a method is implemented by the shadow object, then a value is returned. Otherwise, NULL Returned. Thanks to shadow and JVM objects, execution is getting faster.3) Appium Test Framework:This framework works for native, hybrid, and mobile web applications for
Android devices. Appium is free to use API works for both Android and iOS. This is one of the frameworks that supports multi-platform testing. It uses the Selenium Web driver to interact with the Android app. Appium supports writing scripts using a lot of programming languages, such as Java, C#, Python, PHP, Ruby etc. Conclusion Automation of Android applications can be
clubbed with manual as needed. However, if Androind Automation testing is added to the strategy, selecting the correct tool is a big task. While selecting the factors of the automation tool, it would be multi-platform support, test workflow, tool price, service/assistance, etc. should be taken into account. There are several challenges involved in testing the Android app. There are
various factors that need to be considered before the Android testing process can really be implemented, but once done this becomes a very interesting task. Watch out for our upcoming tutorial to learn more about mobile testing challenges and solutions. Solutions.
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